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01 Hinkley Connection Project overview
We are connecting people to low
carbon energy
We're building an electricity connection:
pylons, cables and substations between
Hinkley Point and Seabank power
stations
It will also mean we have more capacity
on our network for renewable energy
from the South West peninsular
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01 Project overview
• 57 kilometres length
- 48.5 km of overhead line
- 8.5 km of underground cable
through the Mendip Hills AONB
- Using innovative T-pylon across
much of the route
- Two new substations
• Removing 67 kilometres of WPD pylons
National Grid
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02 In your area
Our work in your parishes includes:
• Completing underground cables
• Using existing accesses, crossings
and construction roads to:
– Build T-pylons

– Remove two lines of WPD pylons

https://hinkleyconnection.co.uk/your-area/#tickenhamportishead

National Grid
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03 Work programme | Completing underground cables
Underground cable installation between
Nailsea and Portishead is almost complete.
• Remaining work includes:
‒ Completing cable jointing at Caswell
Hill by mid-April, followed by backfilling
and topsoil reinstatement
‒ Energising the cables, and
reinstatement along the route by
September 2021

Construction roads, accesses and crossing points installed along the underground cable route will be used
for building T-pylons and removing WPD pylons
National Grid
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03 Work programme | T-pylons and construction work
We’re using existing accesses and construction roads
Activity

Duration

T-pylons and construction work

May 2021 to late 2024

T-pylons in the parish

May 2021 to late 2022

1 Piling

7 – 10 days per site

2 Building foundations

All sites in parish to be
completed by end of 2022
2 weeks per site

Vehicle movements

Up to 4 vehicles on site at each location, including
piling rig and staff vehicles
Up to 4 vehicles on site, including staff vehicles

• Install pile cap

HGV deliveries for excavator and equipment

• Dig foundations

Approx. 15 – 20 concrete deliveries per site

• Install bolt cage
• Pour concrete
3 Erecting T-pylons

5 days per T-pylon

4 Wiring

All sites in parish to be
completed by end of 2022
Approx. 5 weeks per section

• Scaffolding

April – May 2023

National
Gridthe wires
• Hanging

Summer 2023

2 cranes, 2 elevated platforms and 3 – 4 other HGVs
to bring in equipment plus staff vehicles
70 conductor drums in total
Approx. 15 HGV and 25 smaller vehicle movements
per day
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03 T-pylons - piling foundations
Work involves driving steel piles into the ground followed by building concrete
foundations

National Grid
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03 Work programme | Removing pylons and reinstatement
Activity

Duration

Vehicle movements

Removing WPD pylons

• Nailsea to Portishead (W-route)

July to October 2021

• From the A368 in Sandford to Avonmouth (F-route)

During 2023

Construction road removal and reinstatement

Around 4 - 6 weeks
per section

4x4 vehicles, tractors,
trailers, and a crane

Approximately 6
months in 2024

Average peak – 40
HGV deliveries per
day

Nailsea to Portishead (W-route)
After we’ve finished building the T-pylons and taking down WPD’s pylons, we will remove the construction
roads and accesses, and reinstate the land to its original use
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04 Reducing construction traffic
We’re keen to reduce the amount of construction
traffic on local roads
•

Using construction roads allow us to move traffic directly off main roads –
limiting use of local roads

•

We’re working with our contractors to reduce the amount of stone used to
install construction roads

•

Adopting existing construction roads and accesses reduces the number of
HGV deliveries to the area

•

All construction vehicles are clearly identified with project stickers/signage

•

Safety is our priority – drivers are briefed on how to access and leave sites
safely and instructed to use the agreed routes

•

All staff are committed to minimising our impact on communities

National Grid
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05 Working safely during the Covid-19 pandemic
We take our responsibilities to our employees and
local communities very seriously. We’ve introduced
stringent site operating procedures to safeguard
everyone, including:
•

Significantly reduced workforce

•

Detailed risk assessments and daily staff briefings

•

Social distancing on all sites

•

Increased handwashing facilities and welfare cabins

•

Restricted travel between sites

National Grid
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Questions

07 Keep informed
We value your interest in the project
Our dedicated community relations team is on hand to
respond to queries and complaints.
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•

By telephone 0800 377 7347 (24 hours)

•

Via the website www.hinkleyconnection.co.uk

•

By email hinkleyconnection@nationalgrid.com

•

By post FREEPOST H POINT CONNECTION
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